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Abstract 

Avionics networks have a set of stringent reliabil
ity and safety requirements. In existing deployments, 
most of these networks are based on wired technology 
which provides a high degree of reliability and safety. 
Furthermore, it simplifies the security management of 
the network since certain assumptions, including an 
inability for an attacker to access the network, can 
be safely made. The proposal for having an Avionics 
Wireless Network (AWN), currently being developed 
by multiple aerospace working groups, promises re
duction in the complexity of electrical wiring harness 
design and fabrication, reduction in wiring weight, 
increased configurability, and potential monitoring 
of otherwise inaccessible moving or rotating aircraft 
parts. While providing these benefits, the AWN must 
ensure that it provides, at a minimum, equivalent 
levels of safety to those offered by the wired network. 
Substituting the wired network with a wireless net
work, even for a specific set of well-defined and non
critical tasks, brings a whole set of new challenges 
related to assurance, reliability, and security. In this 
paper, we discuss the security and trust challenges an 
AWN deployment might face, along with highlighting 
potential directions for solutions. Furthermore, as a 
case study we will elaborate on AWN deployment 
variants especially the wireless as a comm-link. Fi
nally, the paper makes suggestions that set the agenda 
for security, reliability and trust work that could, 
if successful, provide an AWN system meeting the 
required safety standards. 

Introduction 

Modern aircraft are a collection of highly re
liable, efficient and fault-tolerant computer systems 
and distributed real-time networks. Avionics Data 
Networks (ADNs) inter-connect multiple avionics 
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sub-systems, enabling data and control messages to 
be communicated within a predefined time frame 
and in a predictable manner. A number of time-, 
mission- and safety-critical functions of an aircraft 
are dependent upon efficient and reliable communica
tions. Furthermore, even the non-critical functions are 
dependent upon ADN services. Therefore, an ADN 
has to provide adequate service and fault-tolerance 
levels for both the critical and non-critical functions. 
Managing these two functions can be challenging and 
providing a deterministic network with guaranteed 
bandwidth and Quality of Service is pivotal for the 
ADN's adoption [1]. 

Traditionally, ADNs are built upon physical con
nections using wires that connect various avionics 
systems. Examples of such networks include ARINC 
825 [2], ARINC 664/AFDX (Avionics Full DupleX 
Switched Ethernet) [3], [4] and standard Ethernet. 
However, the avionics industry is always looking for 
a more flexible and scalable architecture to support 
future avionics systems with a broad spectrum of 
capabilities and performance requirements [5]. One 
aspect of future digital avionics is the applicability 
of the Avionics Wireless Network (AWN), in which 
wireless communication partially replaces the wired 
network in an aircraft. This has the potential to reduce 
the design complexity of wiring, harness design and 
fabrication, reduce the associated weight of wires, 
increase configurability due to installation flexibility 
(e.g. for cabin elements) and reduce maintenance 
cost/time. In this paper, we briefly discuss this emerg
ing trend, and examine selected proposals and de
ployment architectures to provide the necessary back
ground to the main topic of the paper. Subsequently, 
we discuss the AWN variant wireless-as-as-comm
link, its rationale and brief design objectives. Finally, 
we discuss the security and trust challenges AWN has 
to overcome and provide potential solutions. 
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Aircraft Data Networks 

In this section, we briefly discuss a generic 
architecture for ADNs. The purpose is to build a 
foundation on which to base the rationale put forward 
for the AWN proposals. 

Brief Introduction 

Avionics systems consist of a multitude of sub
systems interconnected using wired technology as 
shown in figure 1. Different avionics sub-systems are 
connected with end systems that are then intercon
nected with a backbone network such as ARINC 429 
[6], ARINC 825 [2] or AFDX (ARINC 664 Aircraft 
Data Network, Part 7) [3], [7]. 

Figure 1. Generic Avionics (Flight-Control and/or 

Crew) Data Network with AFDX as an Example 

For some specific sub-systems, there are sets 
of sensors and actuators connected on CAN [8] or 
ARINC 429 buses for flight control systems [9]. The 
AFDX or similar technology interconnects time- and 
safety- critical subsystems like environmental control, 
doors and other utility systems. The AFDX back
bone also connects lower criticality subsystems like 
displays providing safety information to passengers, 
oxygen masks and triggers of oxygen flow and audio 
announcements, and it manages the quality of service 
accordingly. There are some suggestions to move the 
flight control system to the AFDX [10]; however, the 
authors at the time of writing are not aware of any 
such deployment. 

In addition to the flight-related network, in a 
modern aircraft there is also the possibility of hav
ing an entertainment network, shown in Figure 2, 
serving the passengers. The entertainment network 
can be supported using standard Ethernet technology. 
Therefore, they do not have to provide a high level 
of reliability or safety features. Between different 
avionics systems like flight entertainment and cabin 

environmental controls, there might be physical sep
aration or stringent firewalls at the gateway between 
them. In any case, the type and nature of the network 
configuration is dependent on the deployment sce
nario and objectives. However, there is a possibility 
that the flight control network, crew network and 
passenger (entertainment) network are all supported 
by the same wired technology, requiring implementa
tion of network segregation with robust gateways and 
security policies [11]. 

Figure 2. Generic Avionics (Cabin) Data Network 

Whatever the deployment topology and the com
munication technology used, one element is common; 
the physical wire that connects two or more avionics 
subsystems. Wiring an aircraft can be costly in that it 
includes wiring harness designs, cable fabrication and 
the associated cost of additional weight. Potentially, 
wires and related connectors represent 2-5 percent 
of an aircraft's weight [12]. Wiring harness design 
determines wire routes while providing separate rout
ing paths for redundant wiring to provide robust 
redundancy. As the wiring of an aircraft is a time- and 
labour-intensive activity, post-deployment upgrades or 
installation of new wire routes or avionics subsystems 
may be costly [13]. As reported by [12], roughly 30 
percent of wires are potential candidates for wireless 
substitutes. Therefore, potential of a wireless solution, 
possibly in a limited deployment in an aircraft, has 
reasonable prospects. 

Avionics Wireless Network 

In this section, we briefly discuss the Avionics 
Wireless Network (AWN), its different proposed for
mats, and include a short discussion of work related 
to AWN and/or security in AWN. In this paper, 
when we mention AWN our comments are restricted 
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to networks that are on board an aircraft and do 
not include air-to-ground, air-to-satellite, or air-to-air 
communication. Our discussion also does not include 
passenger communication (Wi-Fi) if present In an 
aircraft. 

Brief Introduction 

We define an AWN as an aircraft network that for 
inter-connectivity between its different components 
deploys some wireless technology instead of using 
physical wires. Based on this, we can classify AWNs 
into four overlapping deployment architectures that 
are briefly discussed below: 

Figure 3. A Generic Front Landing Gear WSN 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN): A WSN is a 
collection of intelligent and autonomous agents ca
pable of monitoring physical or environmental condi
tions. The WSN nodes record the designated data and 
communicate via a wireless medium to a collection 
(or sink) of nodes that then communicate over wire
less or wired media to the required destination. Such 
networks are particularly useful in aircraft design if 
we need to monitor moving and/or rotating parts; 
for example, landing gear monitoring systems [12] 
or engine health management [14]. 

Figure 3 depicts a generic architecture for de
ploying a WSN to collect safety-related data from 
the landing gear and communicate it to the pilot. 
The sink node can be connected to an AFDX end 
system and the data collected is communicated, using 
a wired network, to the aircraft cockpit. A WSN is 

beneficial in such environments as it does not require 
extensive cabling to function and to communicate data 
back to the aircraft network. Furthermore, aircraft 
WSNs do not have to be connected with the aircraft 
network. They can simply be independent networks 
that collect and store flight-related data, and an on
ground maintenance crew can offload this data for 
effective and efficient aircraft management. 

Figure 4. Generic View of Wired and Wireless 

Hybrid Network Over an Aircraft Wing 

Dissimilar Redundancy Network (DRN): Air
craft networks must be fault-tolerant. This design 
requirement mandates aircraft designers to build re
dundant components and wiring harnesses. Aircraft 
designers try to route the wires from physically dif
ferent locations as much as possible and as permitted 
by the aircraft geometry. However, building redundant 
networks based on the same technology might be sus
ceptible to "common mode failures". This might have 
a very low probability but a potential for common 
mode failure cannot be neglected. 

Figure 4 illustrates a potential deployment ar
chitecture that can provide redundancy through dis
similar network technologies, which might enhance 
the overall reliability [15] in some critical situations 
compared to "identical redundancy" [16]. In Figure 
4, the wired network is represented by label 'A' and 
the wireless network by label 'B'. 

Inflight Entertainment Network: One of the least 
critical networks on-board an aircraft is the Inflight 
Entertainment Network (IFE). The objective of this 
network is to provide individual passengers with mul
timedia content and flight information (if deployed). 
We have already depicted the IFE in Figure 2, and 
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Figure 5 illustrates the same network but with wire
less as the medium of communication [17]. 

Figure 5. Wireless Passenger Entertainment 
• • •• f)rk· • 

Building a wireless network for passenger enter
tainment can enable an adaptive cabin configuration 
and/or customisable services. 

Wireless as a Comm-Link: In this type of AWN, 
a wireless communication network replaces the wired 
link between avionics computing modules. The proto
cols and the network architecture above the data link 
layer can still be the same, only at the physical layer, 
the data is communicated via a wireless medium 
rather than a wired medium. As shown in Figure 6, 
wireless connectivity only substitutes the wires that 
interconnect the avionics sub-systems. 

For a more complex deployment, multiple avion
ics systems might interconnect with each other via a 
switch. In this case, the depiction in Figure 6 would 
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Figure 6. Generic Representation of Wireless as a 

be same except the wireless link would be between 
the (selected) avionics systems and the switch. One 
thing to note is that data paths (routing in a predefined 
manner) might be handled by the avionics systems 
and wireless technology is only used to transmit data 
packets between two points. If there is a redundancy 
in the wired network then it can be substituted for 
a redundancy in the wireless network where both 
data paths are over wireless, unlike the DRN. This 
deployment has the potential to replace selected wired 
networks on board an aircraft without any major 
modifications to existing applications/systems. The 
proposal discussed in the subsequent sections is more 
or less compatible with this deployment model. 

The discussion in this section was restricted to 
AWNs based on their deployment architectures and 
how they utilise wireless communication to establish 
connectivity. For discussion on AWN classification 
based on data rate and system locations, please refer 
to [12]. 

Related Work 

Wireless Sensor Networks and wireless technol
ogy itself have gained substantial attention in both 
the academic community and industry. They are well 
studied for their security and trust issues and several 
proposed solutions have been put forward. There is 
some work in the public domain that is associated 
with wireless networks on board an aircraft. However, 
at the time of writing, the authors were not aware of 
any work addressing concerns related to the security 
of such networks in an aircraft. 

One of the initial discussions around AWNs 
was in the WSN deployment model [18], [19] that 
proposed a sensor network to monitor engine health. 
Wireless technology has also been proposed for air
craft maintenance systems [20]. Security and trust 
have also been subject to some analysis by both the 
academic community and industry. A brief overview 
of aircraft information security and some improve
ments were proposed in [21]. Security assurance re
search encompassing airplane production to operation 
was presented in [22], [23]. A general discussion 
on the security issues related to the aircraft network 
and aircraftsaAZ connectivity with the Internet is 
discussed in [24], while [1], [11] discuss the impact 
of the WSN and related security concerns deployed 
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linked to each other in general and specifically in 
the context of the aviation industry [25]-[27]. The 
application and impact of cryptography, especially 
public key cryptography for avionics networks, was 
evaluated in [28]. 

Figure 7. Generic Architecture of an Aircraft 

Network with AWN as Wireless as a Comm-Link 

The treatment of security and general deploy
ment of AWNs based on wireless-as-a-comm-link has 
not been extensively analysed, either by the academic 
community or industry. However, general guidelines 
and experience in designing wired aircraft networks 
and WSN are still worth mentioning, as current and 
related future work is based on them. 

AWN Case Study 

In this section, we will discuss an example of 
a potential wireless comm-link AWN. This is then 
considered as a running example for related security 
and trust issues faced by an AWN in the context of 
this paper. Figure 8 illustrates the generic architecture 
of an aircraft network with an AWN deployment. 

Basic Architecture 

As discussed before, a wireless-as-a-comm-link 
AWN should be a seamless replacement of a wired 
connection in the existing aircraft network. Figure 8 

depicts a simple representation of an AWN with three 
types of AWN nodes. 

• Access Node: A node that is connected to the 
existing aircraft network (wired network), which 
can be an AFDX and/or avionics data bus. This 
node acts as an interface to the AWN that 
connects with the main aircraft systems, through 
which the avionics systems can communicate 
with the end devices (e.g. sensors, actuators, 
displays, etc.). 

• End Node: A node that is connected to one 
or more of the end devices such as sensors, 

Figure 8. Generic AWN Architecture 

actuators and displays. It acts as an interface 
node connecting the end devices with the AWN 
and with the rest of the avionics system. 

• Relay Node: A node that connects the access 
and end nodes. In a multi-hop connectivity, re
lay nodes act as the communication conduits 
between the access and end nodes. Relay nodes 
only interface with the access and end nodes and 
only avionics systems can connect with them. 

There are two communication paths, represented 
as "wireless channel A and B" and each path may 
have relay nodes (one or more). The actual wireless 
band and communication channel are dependent on 
the deployment environment and any related specifi
cation/standardisation for such networks at the time 
of deployment. From the security point of view, band 
and communication channels are important, especially 
as related to wireless jamming and Denial-of-Service 
(DoS) attacks. In this paper we do not investigate 
the details of different bands and communication 
channels; however, we do discuss attacks related to 
them. To provide dissimilar redundancy (in a limited 
sense), individual wireless links can be on different 
bands and channels. 
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Security and Trust Challenges 

In this section, we discuss the threat model, 
along with potential attacks on and security objectives 
of an AWN. 

Threat Model 

The threat model in this section consists of 
two elements related to an adversary. The technical 
capability of an adversary and his/her objectives are 
discussed individually in the sections below: 

Adversary's Capability: An adversary's capabil
ity is based on hislher technical knowledge and the 
financial support he/she has to achieve a particular 
attack. The adversary in the context of the AWN has 
the capabilities listed below: 

• Has the ability to receive and transmit data on 
any wireless link, regardless of the underlying 
technology being deployed. 

• Has knowledge of the AWN's inner workings. 
There is no design element that is unknown to 
the adversary. 

• Can monitor network activity while the aircraft 
is on the ground or in the air. 

• Has the ability to inject traffic only onto a limited 
set of communication (wireless) links on board 
an aircraft. 

• Can acquire AWN nodes, either new nodes from 
the manufacturer or a recycled node (decommis
sioned node). 

• From a computational point of view, the adver
sary has more resources than individual nodes 
on the AWN. 
The limitations imposed on the AWN adversary 

are listed below: 
• Does not have the capability to break any crypto

graphic algorithms, as long as they are deployed 
in a standard/recommended manner. 

• Does not have physical access to the AWN nodes 
while they are in operation on board an aircraft. 

• Does not have access to the aircraft system that 
is connected to the AWN. 
Adversary's Objective: Based on the adversary's 

capabilities, an adversary might aim to achieve one or 
more of the goals listed below: 

• Reduce the network efficiency (transmission ca
pability) over a particular link. 

• Modify the commands or instructions in a man
ner that allows the adversary to achieve his/her 

goal; for example, turn off the entertainment 
system. 

• Compromise an AWN node (or nodes), so the 
adversary can read all the communication data 
( unencrypted) 

• Introduce an AWN node into the network as 
a trusted node, then collect vital network and 
aircraft information from this (introduced) node. 

• Depending upon the criticality of the aircraft 
systems that are connected with the AWN, try 
to effect hislher operations. 

Challenges to the AWN 

In this section, we discuss some of the well
known attacks that could potentially occur in the 
AWN environment. We also briefly explain what the 
AWN can do to avoid the listed attacks. 

ARP Spoofing Attack: In communication net
works, ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) spoofing 
attacks involve an adversary trying to associate his 
Media Access Control (MAC) address with the IP 
address of a genuine node. The AWN environment 
can avoid this by building a strong predefined binding 
of an MAC address to the IP address. In addition, 
the MAC address can be bonded with the node 
authentication based on asymmetric cryptography. 

MAC Spoofing: In this scenario, an adversary 
changes the MAC address of his or her device to 
that of a genuine device. The adversary will then 
try to connect to the network in such a manner 
that other devices (or networks) will consider it the 
genuine device (whose MAC address it is spoofing). 
As discussed in the previous attack, if the MAC 
address is bonded to the node authentication based on 
asymmetric cryptography then the potential of success 
for this attack is very low. 

Replay Attack: An adversary captures a message 
or a communication session, which he or she then 
replays back to one of the original participants. The 
purpose of this is to trick one the original partic
ipants into accepting the adversary's device as the 
genuine communication partner, with which previous 
communication was established. If each wireless link 
(access node and relay node, or end node and relay 
node) in the AWN environment is encrypted with a 
session key (generated at the start of the session), 
replaying messages from a previous session will not 
succeed. If the adversary replays messages from the 
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same sessions, the communicating entities can detect 
the replayed messages either due to repeated message 
indicators, failure of the message to decrypt properly, 
and/or message sequence number. 

Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) Attack: The aim of 
a MITM attack is establish secure and/or trusted 
connections between two entities by an adversary in 
such a manner that both of the genuine entities do not 
know of the existence of the adversary in the middle. 
The adversary has the capability to read unencrypted 
messages and can modify them as required. In the 
AWN environment, when new sessions are estab
lished, entity authentication is based on asymmetric 
cryptography. All entities involved in this process 
have an existing knowledge of the credentials of the 
communicating entity (via predefined knowledge of 
the public keys of the communication partners). This 
pre-existing knowledge, a secure challenge-response 
based entity authentication and session key generation 
make it difficult for an adversary to successfully 
mount an MITM attack. 

Compromising a Node: An adversary takes con
trol of an AWN node, either because he or she has 
physical access to the device and exploits a vulner
ability to gain control, or by remotely exploiting the 
node. In either case, the objective of the adversary 
is to gain control of the node; if successful, the 
adversary can read all communications in plaintext 
(intended to be handled by the respective node) and 
modify the communication. This attack enables an 
adversary to become an active part of the AWN, 
which poses a severe risk for the AWN and the 
potential safety of the aircraft. To avoid such attacks, 
physical access to the nodes should be limited (and 
controlled, giving access only to authorised staff) and 
no connection or communication packets should be 
processed without data origin authentication. Further
more, all fail-safe and/or fail-back states should be 
as restricted as possible to avoid any unforeseeable 
situations. 

Introducing Decommissioned Node: In this sce
nario, the attacker gains access to a decommissioned 
node and tries to reverse-engineer it to retrieve any 
node-specific secret values, such as security parame
ters and cryptographic keys. The attacker then clones 
this information into a malicious node and then 
tries to introduce the node to an active AWN on 
board an aircraft. Protection against this potential 

scenario is to avoid using the same security-sensitive 
parameters and cryptographic keys in all of the AWN 
nodes across the same aircraft or within a fleet of 
aircraft. All cryptographic keys should be unique to 
an individual node and communication link (whether 
logical or physical). Furthermore, AWN nodes should 
be tamper-resistant to avoid any data retrieval as far 
as possible. Finally, at the time of decommissioning, 
the security credentials of the decommissioned nodes 
should be blacklisted so no-one can use these creden
tials to authenticate to the AWN network. 

Eavesdropping on the Communication Channels: 

An adversary listens to the communication medium; 
however, the concern is not whether an adversary 
can listen or not, since it is very difficult to avoid 
eavesdropping on a wireless channel. Rather, we are 
only concerned with what information an adversary 
can gain from eavesdropping. If the adversary does 
not gain any additional knowledge of the network 
or the aircraft functions after eavesdropping on the 
communication channels, we would consider that the 
network is secure. To provide this, all communication 
between logical and physical links in the AWN is 
encrypted using unique session keys that expire at 
the end of each session, where a session is a single 
aircraft flight. 

Packet Redirection Attack: In this attack, an 
adversary captures a packet, changes its destination 
address and injects it back into the communication 
channel. If the adversary swaps the destination and 
sender's addresses then the sender will receive the 
message back. This is referred to as a reflection attack 
and we consider it a variation of the packet redirection 
attack. For an AWN that uses unique session keys 
per communication channel, changing the destination 
would not be useful as the destination node will drop 
the packet because it cannot verify the integrity of 
it. Reflecting the same packet back to its sender will 
only increase the load on the sender node, which can 
easily verify whether the packet was intended for it 
or not. 

Denial of Service (DoS) Attack: For communi
cation networks, one of the most difficult attacks to 
avoid is the Denial of Service (DoS) attack. In this 
attack, an adversary stresses either the communication 
channel or the computational capability of the target 
node to the extent that it either downgrades to no
security state to maintain the Quality of Service (QoS) 
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or stops functioning properly (dropping large num
bers of packets, with QoS degradation and potential 
shutdown). It is difficult to completely avoid a DoS 
attack; however, having dissimilar redundancy and the 
potential to change wireless channels (to predefined 
values) can limit the impact of such an attack. 

Random Frame Stress Attack: In this attack, 
source and destination address are kept the same 
but all other data fields of a packet are randomly 
changed to see whether it induces any errors when 
the target node processes the information. This attack 
is usually successful when the target node processes 
the packet, encounters an error and tries to recover in 
a manner in which it does not have to drop the packet 
(for QoS reasoning, as an example). However, in an 
AWN the data load of the communication packets 
can be protected by cryptographic integrity making, 
so any modification in this field would be detected. 
For remaining fields, if they do not conform to the 
predefined structure, the node would simply drop the 
packet before processing it. 

Wireless Jamming: In this attack, an adversary 
tries to block all communication on wireless frequen
cies. The adversary's aim is to disrupt wireless com
munication. An AWN may deploy individual links 
on different channels on different frequency bands 
(like 2.4Ghz and 5Ghz). However, a mUlti-spectrum 
frequency jammer can be used to jam not all but a 
limited segment of the AWN. It is easy to detect an 
attack, and a frequency change might give a limited 
reprieve, but an attacker can easily overcome this. 

Forcing Infiight Network Reconfiguration: Air
craft networks have preconfigured architectures with 
no dynamic reconfiguration. This is assumed to also 
be true for the AWN and configuration of the network 
should be done within a safe and secure environment. 
During the flight, such a critical operation should be 
prohibited to avoid any unforeseeable issues. Further
more, if an authorised user can do it, an adversary 
may also have the potential to achieve this. Therefore, 
reconfiguration of the AWN should only be carried 
out when the aircraft is not airborne, and only after 
environmental sensors have provided a trusted proof 
that the aircraft is stationary, on the ground and in a 
safe/secure location. 

The attacks and potential risk scenarios discussed 
in this section are by no means an exhaustive list. 
However, they provide a representative list of poten-

tial issues that an AWN has to overcome for its safe 
deployment in an aircraft environment. 

AWN Security and Trust Objectives 

In the previous section, we analysed the AWN 
environment in the context of potential risk scenarios 
and how adequate prevention measures could be im
plemented. In this section, we will discuss the security 
and trust objectives set for the AWN environment. 

Communication Confidentiality: Communica
tion over any physical or logical links should have 
confidentiality. The content of the communication is 
significant, not the communication itself. From an 
adversary's point of view, he or she may still be able 
to view the data being communicated but cannot make 
sense of it. Each communication link, whether logical 
or physical, should have a unique session key. In the 
AWN environment, it is recommended that session 
keys expire at the end of each flight. 

Communication Integrity: Communication be
tween any two nodes, linked via either physical or 
logical channels, should have strong integrity. The 
integrity of the contents of the communication (data) 
can be achieved using strong cryptographic mecha
nisms. Depending upon the deployment, the integrity 
mechanism can be either part of the confidentiality 
or a separate process. If it is a separate process, then 
the integrity process will also have its own unique 
session key. 

Node-to-Node Secure Channel: Individual pairs 
of nodes that have a direct wireless connection, for 
example in the case of access node to relay node, 
relay node to end node and relay node to relay node, 
should have a unique secure channel. This channel 
can be used for communicating system information 
and to disseminating any network announcements. 

Ingress-to-Egress Secure Channel: Any data en
try and exit point should have a unique secure chan
nel. An example of such a channel is between an 
access node and end node. It is technically a logical 
channel and all the relay nodes in between cannot 
read the contents of a communication. Relay nodes 
take the encrypted data and forward it to the required 
destination. 

Asymmetric Cryptography-based Entity/Node 

Authentication: Individual nodes, when they estab
lish a secure channel with their pre-defined partners, 
should include node authentication. The authentica-
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tion process should be based on challenge-response 
mechanisms using asymmetric cryptography. 

Remote Node Trust Verification and Validation: 

Any node in the network or a trusted external entity 
should be able to verify the current state of an 
AWN node. In this objective, AWN nodes can be 
interrogated to provide proof that the current state 
(both hardware and software states) of the node is 
trustworthy. 

Trusted Boot for AWN Nodes: AWN nodes 
should have a trusted boot mechanism to verify and 
validate that the node is booted into a secure and 
verifiable trusted state. During the node authentication 
and secure channel establishment, a node might have 
to produce a proof that validates its trusted state. 
Any malicious or accidental changes to the secure 
state of a node should be detected and reported in a 
secure manner, so maintenance staff can take adequate 
measures to protect the overall AWN network. 

Link High-Availability: Wireless channels are 
susceptible to environmental and malicious interfer
ence. Therefore, at the time of designing the de
ployment of the AWN environment for a particular 
aircraft, adequate measures should be taken to avoid 
any environmental interference. Furthermore, neces
sary measures should be taken to detect and notify 
network administrators of any malicious interference. 

Secure Fail-Back Mechanism: In all likelihood, 
some of the AWN nodes will fail either in an op
erational or a security context. In any context, the 
fail-back mechanism should be as restrictive as pos
sible. The rationale behind this restriction is to avoid 
providing a potential opportunity to an adversary to 
infiltrate the AWN environment through the fail-back 
mechanism. Furthermore, it is challenging to predict 
all possible failures that an AWN node might expe
rience, so from a security point of view, a restricted 
fail-back mechanism is preferable. 

Holistic Approach - From Manufacturing to 

Decommissioning 

A better approach to security is to embed secu
rity into the system from the beginning. Therefore, 
for the AWN environment, security-related measures 
have to be incorporated, managed and followed at 
every lifecycle stage. In this section, we walk through 
the lifecycle stages of the AWN node and environ
ment and list the actions that should be taken and 

actions that should be avoided. 

Manufacturing 

Operation 

Figure 9. AWN LifeCycIe 

Manufacturing: Security must be taken into ac
count at the manufacturing stage of the nodes. The 
manufacturing stage is concerned with the creation 
of the hardware and the associated core operating 
system. At this stage, the important elements are to 
build all security-related functions and disable any 
reprogramming or debugging functionalities. 

Deployment: At the deployment stage, the board 
is manufactured and securely delivered to the air
craft manufacturer, who then starts to build it for 
a particular role in the AWN environment. Each of 
these boards can be built as access/end nodes or relay 
nodes. At this stage, a secure operating system is 
installed and security parameters should be initialised 
or configured. Also, necessary care should be taken 
at this stage to avoid any disclosure of security 
parameters to malicious entities. 

Localisation: In this stage, the AWN envi
ronment is up and running but under the con
trol/management of the aircraft manufacturer. Either 
the airline can keep it in this setting or they can 
take ownership of the network. This stage configures 
the AWN environment to the needs of its user (i.e. 
airline and/or aircraft maintenance crew/company). 
Necessary precautions should be taken to avoid any 
information disclosure or compromise that enables an 
adversary to be included as a trusted entity in the 
AWN configuration. 

Operation: During the flight, the AWN would be 
in "Operation" stage. This is a lock-down stage of the 
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AWN's lifecycle. At this stage, no security parameters 
should be allowed to be changed. 

Configuration: During the lifetime of the AWN, 
modification may be required in the form of either 
network configuration or removal and inclusion of 
AWN nodes. Before the AWN moves to configura
tion mode, its mode transition should require strong 
authentication. Only trusted users or entities should 
be allowed to authenticate to the AWN in this stage. 

Decommissioning: At the end of the lifecycle 
of the AWN node, it should be properly decommis
sioned. Recycling should be carried out in a manner 
that ensures all security-related parameters are com
pletely removed and the node itself is entered as a 
blacklisted node in the AWN configuration. 

Future Research Directions 

In this paper, we have put forward a foundation 
for the security and trust services provisioned for 
and/or by an AWN. However, the discussion is by no 
means an exhaustive treatment of these challenges. 
There are multiple aspects of security and trust vali
dation that still need to be analysed and in this section 
we briefly discuss some of them. 

Trusted Boot and Remote Attestation of an AWN 

Node 

Trusted boot is the combination of both secure 
and authenticated boot processes. The trusted boot 
process measures certain properties of the succeeding 
boot component (in the boot configuration) and if the 
properties do not satisfy the security requirement, it 
terminates the boot process. In addition, the trusted 
boot process can provide a validation to a third 
party about its trusted state, when requested. Part of 
this future work would be to analyse the existing 
trust boot architectures and evaluate their suitability 
for the AWN nodes. Additional services that can 
be built using the trusted platform would also be 
explored. Finally, we will look into the performance 
issues related to the trusted boot, as one of the main 
objectives is to have a secure and high-performance 
mechanism. 

Secure and Trusted Channel Protocol with 

Node Authentication 

When the AWN environment is powered on, 
individual nodes will initiate the process to establish 

a secure and trusted channel with their pre-defined 
partners. The secure channel will provide the assur
ance that the data will be communicated under full 
confidentiality and integrity provisions. In contrast, 
a trusted channel ensures that each communicating 
node is secure and in a state that is trusted by its 
peers (communicating partner nodes). Together this 
provides the assurance that data will not only be 
protected when it is in communication between nodes, 
but also when it is residing (even temporarily) on each 
of the nodes. 

Secure Management Framework 

The management process related to the design, 
development, deployment and maintenance process 
has to take a holistic approach and security should 
be an integral component. In future work, we will 
investigate the security management issues related to 
such a network and how effectively procedures can 
be designed that complement the technical (security) 
part of the AWN. 

Security Specification and Evaluation Frame

work for Airworthiness 

Currently, guidance and specifications covering 
airworthiness and the associated certification process 
of an IMA do not fully cover emerging security and 
potentially privacy (passenger-related data) require
ments due to the AWN [19]. In this work, we will 
investigate how existing specifications and guidance 
can be applicable to the AWN environment and what 
changes, if any, are required to accommodate the 
emerging challenges. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we outlined the concept of the 
AWN and its different variants. There is a valid po
tential for the AWN to be part of an aircraft network; 
however, detailed analysis and security considerations 
are pivotal for the success of any of the deployments. 
In this paper, we defined an adversary model that 
might target an AWN and listed the adversaryaAZs 
likely capabilities. We also analysed potential risk 
scenarios that a generic AWN variant might en
counter. In addition, we provided potential solutions 
for each of the risk scenarios that, if adequately 
implemented, might avert the risk. The paper also 
details the lifecycle stages of the AWN and discusses 
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what should and should not be done in the context of 
security to build an overall secure system. Finally, we 
detailed some exciting future research directions to 
investigate specific issues related to the AWN. There 
is no doubt that extensive work is still required before 
an AWN can be deployed in an aircraft environment 
and there are plenty of challenges to overcome. The 
paper sets the scene for the work to be undertaken to 
make AWNs a robust and secure proposal. 
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